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Abstract: The ongoing reading process of digital meters is time-consuming and prone to errors, as
operators capture images and manually update the system with the new readings. This work proposes
to automate this operation through a deep learning-powered solution for universal controllers and
flow meters that can be seamlessly incorporated into operators’ existing workflow. Firstly, the
digital display area of the equipment is extracted with a screen detection module, and a perspective
correction step is performed. Subsequently, the text regions are identified with a fine-tuned EAST
text detector, and the important readings are selected through template matching based on the
expected graphical structure. Finally, a fine-tuned convolutional recurrent neural network model
recognizes the text and registers it. Evaluation experiments confirm the robustness and potential for
workload reduction of the proposed system, which correctly extracts 55.47% and 63.70% of the values
for reading in universal controllers, and 73.08% of the values from flow meters. Furthermore, this
pipeline performs in real time in a low-end mobile device, with an average execution time in preview
of under 250 ms for screen detection and on an acquired photo of 1500 ms for the entire pipeline.

Keywords: deep learning; automatic meter reading; autonomous measurement; edge computing;
industrial intelligence

1. Introduction

The automatic reading of water treatment station digital equipment is an emerg-
ing need for the real-time monitoring of important parameters related to the oxidation–
reduction potential (ORP), dissolved oxygen (OD) and flow rate. The reading process is
typically performed manually on-site by operators who register the values and later insert
them into the company’s system. This operation is prone to errors, time-consuming and
has low efficiency. Moreover, no photo is stored in the system for evidence. Although
one possibility can be the replacement of the devices with a digital version capable of
transmitting the readings, it involves unnecessary costs besides not contributing to the
sustainability of the current devices, so automation is the key to optimizing this task by
making it easier, more effective and auditable. Artificial intelligence (AI) has increasing
potential to enhance the integration of knowledge on the ground by providing tools to
operators which facilitate performing maintenance work.

The task of automatic reading of digital equipment is frequently addressed by a
process named automatic meter reading (AMR). In recent years, many AMR approaches
have been proposed in the literature, typically comprising the detection of the reading area
and optical character recognition (OCR). In OCR, a text localization algorithm is applied to
the reading area, and the text provided by the detector is recognized.

The dominant trend for AMR nowadays is using deep learning-based algorithms.
Laroca et al. [1] proposed a convolutional neural network (CNN)-based two-stage ap-
proach that employs the Fast-YOLO [2] object detector for counter detection and tests
three different methodologies for number recognition: CR-NET [3], multi-task learning
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and convolutional recurrent neural network (CRNN) [4]. The authors also took advantage
of data augmentation to balance the data and increase robustness. The Fast-YOLO model
successfully detected the counter in all images and, for counter recognition, CR-NET out-
performed both multi-task and CRNN models. Laroca et al. [5] proposed an AMR pipeline
comprising the two previously mentioned stages and introduced a new corner-detection
and counter-classification module with the aim to rectify the detected counter as well
as rejecting illegible meters, prior to the recognizer module. Their approach describes
impressive end-to-end recognition rates when dismissing the readings made with lower
confidence values. Zhou et al. [6] developed a highly robust deep learning method for
reading recognition of the digital multimeter. Firstly, the digital display area is detected
with the YOLOv5 model [7], followed by performing character segmentation based on the
prior knowledge that the display accommodates five character areas. The combination of
the output from a CNN character recognition model for each area (0–9 numbers, negative
signs and blanks) with decimal point positioning results produces the complete reading
information. This method reaches very high accuracy values and is able to adapt to complex
environments; however, it does not work for other types of equipment. Gómez et al. [8]
presented a different approach by training an end-to-end CNN to directly issue meter
readings without locating the relevant text. Although the authors reported promising
results, this approach was tested on close-up images with the counter centered.

This work is developed in the scope of the SINATRA project that aims to provide new
insights and develop a support solution for Industry 4.0. This work aims to improve the
reliability and traceability of meter readings, while reducing human effort through the
usage of a simple mobile application running on edge devices in real-time. We propose a
new AI-based framework that supports intelligent data acquisition and provides automated
detection and recognition of digits on the counter. A standard AMR approach is followed
by first identifying the screen of the equipment and then extracting the values that must be
tracked. The main contributions of this paper may be summarized as follows:

• Developing a robust end-to-end system capable of detecting the display area and
extracting relevant information in real time.

• Producing an easy-to-use support solution for Industry 4.0, specifically for the digital-
ization of maintenance processes, which could optimize the human resources effort
and reduce errors.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 details the dataset
employed in this work and presents the methodology for the proposed pipeline; Section 3
reports and discusses the results; finally, Section 4 presents conclusions and lines for
future work.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Dataset

The dataset used in this work, named SINATRA, comprises digital meter images
acquired by different mobile devices in a series of visits from November 2021 to November
2022 to the company Águas e Energia do Porto, EM (AEdP). There are two distinct types
of equipment that display different information: the HACH Sc200 universal controller
(UC) and the Krohne UFC 300 flow meter (FM). The first presents four values, from which
ORP and OD values must be extracted, while the flow rate is shown in the latter. The
pictures were captured by the authors and different operators at different angles and at
different times of the day. Furthermore, the distance of acquisition to the equipment varies
according to its location and depending on the position which best suits the operator.
All photos taken are approximately 1 meter from the device. However, since zoom is
available, the operators can use it further away (which means that the picture will have
lower quality). This way, we ensured variability in terms of lighting, perspective and
distance. In Figure 1, it is possible to observe examples of normal pictures ((a), (d) and
(f)), pictures taken with too much light (b), dark (c) and also in perspective view (e). Some
samples with poorer imaging conditions, such as blur, dirt, glare or reflections, were also
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included in the dataset. For image acquisition, we used different mobile devices: Samsung
Tab Active3 (SM-T575), Xiaomi M11 (M2011K2G), Poco X3 (M2007J20CG), Samsung S20
FE (SM-G781B/DS), Samsung Tab S7 (SM-T870, iPhone SE 2020 (A2296) and iPad Pro
(MHQR3TY/A). The devices have cameras that range from 12 to 108 Megapixels, creating
images with resolutions of 1920 by 1080 or 3840 by 2160 and apertures between f1/8 and
f2/0. There are no other relevant features of the devices that have implications for the
population of the dataset.

Figure 1. Examples from the SINATRA dataset at different acquisition conditions. (a) Normal, (b)
Daylight, (c) Dark, (d) Normal, (e) Perspective, (f) Normal.

The dataset distribution is described in Table 1. The test images correspond to images
acquired by operators. The ratio between images from UC and FM is considerably different
in the test set because the first is located outside, which means that it is necessary to
capture more images in different acquisition conditions to evaluate the robustness of the
reading pipeline.

Table 1. SINATRA dataset: train and test set distribution.

Equipment Train Set Test Set

UC 584 222
FM 461 68

Total 1045 290

The dataset is manipulated for training each of the steps of the pipeline. For screen
detection, the raw images are cropped to a square at the center (with a width equal to
90% of the shortest side), and their respective ground truth annotations are used. For
text detection, the annotations are performed on images containing only the screen with a
corrected perspective, while text recognition uses images of text regions. Note that not all
of the images in the training dataset are used to train each module. Illustrative examples
are shown in Figure 2.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 2. Examples of input images of each step of the proposed pipeline: (a) original input image,
(b) central cropped images that will serve as input for screen detection, (c) perspective corrected
image after keypoint detection, (d) text regions obtained after text detection and template matching.

2.2. Automatic Meter Reading Pipeline

The pipeline proposed for the automatic digital meter reading system (Figure 3) is
divided into three modules:

• Screen detection is composed of two steps: firstly, a model that detects a box containing
approximately the screen of the equipment (screen bounding box detection); followed
by a model to detect keypoints that correspond to the corners of the equipment’s
screen (screen keypoint detection) is employed. The detected screen is then projected
onto the normal plane.

• Text detection, where the regions that contain text are detected. Considering that
the objective of this system is to extract specific values, the selection of important
information is performed by using an equipment template with its expected position,
in a template-matching step.

• Text recognition, in which the text from the important regions is extracted.

Figure 3. Pipeline of the automatic digital meter reading system.

All experiments were conducted on a virtual machine (VM) with two AMD EPYC
7302 and six virtualized CPU cores, 16 GB of RAM, and one shared NVIDIA A16-8C with
8 GB of VRAM available per user.

2.2.1. Screen Detection

The first module of the system receives the mobile-acquired images, crops a central
square with a length equal to 90% of the shortest side, and detects the equipment’s screen,
enabling it to be extracted and projected onto a normal plane, as described above. The
chosen approach is firstly based on a model that roughly detects a bounding box containing
the screen. The detection is only accepted if the following requirements are satisfied: the
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confidence score is higher than 70%, the bounding box is not located on the corners of the
image, and its ratio is within the range AvgRatio ± 3StdRatio. If all conditions are met, a
tolerance margin is added to this detected screen to face possible inaccuracies, and then a
keypoint detection model is used to locate the corners of the screen.

The model for screen bounding box detection was built with the TensorFlow Object
Detection API. This tool provides several models with different architectures pre-trained on
public datasets. As we aim to develop a model suitable for integration in low-end devices,
the SSD MobileNetv2 [9] model pre-trained on the COCO [10] dataset is chosen due to
the trade-off between the number of parameters, speed and performance. This model is
trained on this work’s dataset, returning the detection boxes and corresponding confidence
scores. The input images are automatically resized to 320 × 320.

For keypoint detection, we implement a model based on the same backbone (Mo-
bileNetV2), from which image features are extracted and connected to four convolutional
layers which calculate a regression that fits the coordinates of the desired points. Random-
ness is provoked in the position of the screen in order to introduce variability. We fine-tune
the model by freezing the backbone layers and only training the regression layers. This
model takes images sized 224 × 224 as input and returns the x and y coordinates of the
screen corners.

In non-ideal conditions of acquisition, the screen can assume distinct quadrilateral
shapes (for example trapeziums). To overcome this, a perspective correction (perspective
warp) methodology is employed to ensure that the corrected screen image maintains the
graphical structure of the screen content, as the position of the text is crucial to understand-
ing its context. Our approach uses OpenCV’s getPerspectiveTransform function to obtain a
3 × 3 matrix of a perspective transform so that the detected screen corners are transformed
into the corresponding expected points in the destination image. Then, OpenCV’s warp-
Perspective applies the perspective transformation to the resulting image of the screen
bounding box module.

2.2.2. Text Detection

EAST [11] is one of the most commonly used algorithms in scene text detection,
presenting a highly simplified pipeline and efficiency to perform inference at real-time
speed. It uses a fully convolutional network (FCN), which outputs per-pixel predictions of
words or text lines, followed by a non-maximum suppression (NMS) step on the geometric
map as post-processing. The output layer is composed of two feature maps: the geometry
map, which is used to generate the text bounding boxes and can assume different shapes—
rotated box (RBOX) or quadrangle (QUAD)—and the scores map, which corresponds to
the confidence of the geometry shape predicted at the same location. The loss function
consists of a weighted sum of the score map and the geometry losses. Additionally, this
method is commonly used for applications on edge devices, which is vital for the use case
of this work.

We employed the EAST model pre-trained on ICDAR 2013 [12] and ICDAR 2015 [13]
datasets with ResNet-50 [14] as the backbone. This model is fine-tuned with the SINATRA
dataset. For data augmentation of the input images, we apply random crops, Gaussian
blur, zoom, translations, and rotations, and adjust the contrast and brightness. The images
are resized to 512 × 512, and the batch size is 6. The Adam optimizer is adopted with a
learning rate 1 × 10−4. Regarding the outputs, we work with the RBOX geometry due to
its superior performance demonstrated in [11].

Succeeding the text boxes detection, the selection of important information (values
for reading) takes place in the template matching step (Figure 4). As mentioned before,
the values extracted from the UC are related to ORP and OD; the value from the FM is
the flow rate. This procedure is based on the graphical structure of the screen content;
hence, the projection of the screen onto a normal plane being vital. The rectangular regions
containing the desired text are obtained by averaging the ground truth locations, thus
resulting in templates for each equipment. Then, the intersection over union (IoU) between
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the detected and the template’s regions is found, and the text boxes with IoU higher than
our empirically set threshold of 15% are selected.

Figure 4. Example of the text boxes returned by the text detection module (left column) and selection
of important information (right column).

2.2.3. Text Recognition

Text recognition models that could recognize alphanumeric characters and special
characters, such as dots, minus signs, etc., and allowed conversion to the open neural
network exchange (ONNX) format were first identified. Facebook’s Rosetta [15] is an
efficient text recognition model, based on the ResNet18 [14] architecture. Connectionist
temporal classification (CTC) loss is used to train the sequence model, which allows the
system to recognize words of arbitrary length and out-of-vocabulary words (words that
were not seen during training). The framework introduced by Baek et al. [16] from Clova
AI Research [17] allows training of this and other models based on the combination of
four modules: transformation, feature extraction, sequence modeling and prediction. The
CRNN [4] is an algorithm for image-based sequence recognition tasks, which combines
a CNN for the extraction of visual features and an RNN for processing the feature map
to recognize sequences of characters. Furthermore, the addition of CTC allows the length
of the output sequence to not be necessarily equal to the length of the input image and
helps to handle challenges such as variations in font, size, and orientation, and overlapping
characters. Bautista and Atienza [18] reproduced the implementation of this model in the
Scene Text Recognition Model Hub [19].

We pre-trained Rosetta on the SynthText (ST) [20] dataset and employed the CRNN
with weights pre-trained on the MJSynth (MJ) [21] and ST datasets. Both models are also
fine-tuned with the SINATRA dataset. For data augmentation of the input images, we
adjust the contrast and brightness, add Gaussian blur, perform zooms and rotations, and
pad each side by 0 to 10% to mimic faulty detections. The images are resized to the input
shape of each model: 32 × 100 for Rosetta and 32 × 128 for CRNN, each. The models are
trained for the 94-character set, which consists of mixed-case alphanumeric characters
with punctuation.

2.3. Mobile Application

The previously presented automatic meter reading pipeline was deployed as an
Android application running on a mobile device aiming to support the reading process of
digital meters and save the data analysed. The application was developed using Android
Studio and Kotlin as the main programming language. The models presented in the
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previous section were converted to the ONNX format for mobile deployment, except
the screen detection module, which uses the TensorFlow Object Detection API that is
also available in Android. To reduce the model size and speed up inference, dynamic
quantization was performed.

The mobile application was designed for operators using a Samsung Tab Active3
(SM-T575), as required by the company. It is equipped with an 8-inch screen, an Octa-core
(4 × 2.7 GHz Mongoose M3 and 4 × 1.7 GHz Cortex-A55) central processing unit and a
13 Megapixel back camera with f/1.9 and autofocus, being capable of acquiring pictures
with a resolution of 1920 × 1080 pixels.

The application runs in two stages: (i) first, it automatically detects the screen of the
device in real-time for each preview frame and, (ii) in the acquired image, the complete
pipeline is applied. The user is first guided to center the meter inside a square (Figure 5).
While in preview, each frame is analyzed to detect the equipment screen. An image is
automatically acquired when the majority of 20 consecutive frames or when the majority
of all frames acquired in the span of 1250 milliseconds (ms) detect a screen with a score
of at least 70%. In case this process fails to automatically acquire the image, the user can
always use the capture button located at the bottom part of the screen to manually acquire
an image.

All the modules, screen detection, text detection and recognition, are run in the
acquired image, and in case all of them return a result, the final reading is returned as
depicted in Figure 5. Otherwise, the user is prompted to another image acquisition stating
one of two errors: that the screen was not detected properly or any of the other models had
no result. In case the system is never able to obtain a proper reading, the user can always
cancel the process and manually write the readings, and the last image acquired is saved
into the application.

FM equiment UC equipment

(a) real-time
acquisition

(b) reading value
output

(c) real-time
acquisition

(d) reading value
output

Figure 5. Screenshots of the mobile application when using both devices (FM on the left and UC in
the right): (a,c) images corresponding to the first stage where automatic screen detection is run in
real-time and (b,d) outputs the image acquired, and the reading obtained.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Screen Detection

Regarding the proposed methodology for screen detection, as performance metrics, the
mean average precision (mAP) is used for comparison of the predicted bounding box and
the corresponding ground truth, as it is the COCO [10] evaluation metric, and intersection
over union (IoU) and Euclidean distance (ED) for assessment of the keypoint detection [1,5].
We compare the performance of an equipment-agnostic screen bounding box detection
model, denoting a single model capable of identifying the screen in the UC and FM devices,
with specific models trained for each.
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Analyzing the results for screen bounding box detection shown in Table 2, the FM-
specific model can detect the screen of these devices, despite noticeable differences in the
appearance of its two subtypes, more precisely than the model for UC. Nonetheless, the
equipment-agnostic approach proves to be superior, with an impressive jump of 56% in
mAP@0.5 for UC and 16% for FM.

Table 2. Results for screen bounding box detection module.

Equipment Model mAP@0.5 mAP@[0.5, 0.95]

UC UC-specific model 17.15 9.78
Equipment-agnostic model 73.95 59.61

FM FM-specific model 46.52 31.16
Equipment-agnostic model 62.39 38.53

The results concerning screen keypoint detection are presented in Table 3. A big
overlap between the predicted and ground truth polygons for both devices is demonstrated,
with IoU values above 90%. Furthermore, the ED is around 7–8 pixels, which correspond
to an error of approximately 3.5%. The good performance of this model is very important
for competent perspective warp, allowing to correct and reduce distortion caused by
camera misalignment.

Table 3. Results for screen keypoint detection module.

Equipment IoU ED

UC 94.77 ± 3.39 7.63 ± 6.38
FM 92.58 ± 3.55 6.79 ± 4.35

3.2. Text Detection

The evaluation metrics employed in text detection are recall, precision, and F-measure [11].
We compare the EAST model pre-trained on ICDAR 2013 and ICDAR 2015 with a fine-tuned
version, trained on the SINATRA augmented data. The detailed results can be observed in
Table 4.

Table 4. Results for text detection module.

Model Training Equipment Recall Precision F-Measure

EAST

Pre-trained on ICDAR
2013 and 2015

UC 41.68 63.11 50.20
FM 70.82 79.08 74.73

Fine-tuned on
SINATRA

UC 73.85 68.74 71.21
FM 86.57 70.54 77.74

In general, the fine-tuned model performs better than the pre-trained model, as
denoted by an improvement in the F-measure of, approximately 21% and 3% for UC and
FM, respectively. Recall greatly increases for both equipment after the model is introduced
to images of this domain, meaning that this model is more capable of retrieving the correct
regions. This improvement in performance was expected as the domains of these datasets
present different characteristics: ICDAR datasets contain natural scene images, whereas
SINATRA is composed of images of digital screens, which are luminous and hence more
susceptible to glare. The results presented are on par with the capabilities shown by the
EAST model on the benchmark ICDAR 2015, where the proposed algorithm achieves
an F-measure of 78.20% [11]. However, our implementation uses ResNet-50 rather than
PVANET [22].
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3.3. Text Recognition

Accuracy is the most commonly adopted metric for the assessment of the text recog-
nizer [1,5,6]. We implemented two popular state-of-the-art text recognition models and
compared the influence of fine-tuning both with text regions from digital meter images.
The experimental results are presented in Table 5.

Table 5. Results for recognition of important text (text recognition module).

Model Input Size Training Equipment Accuracy

Rosetta 32 × 100
Pre-trained UC 67.95

FM 84.62

Fine-tuned on
SINATRA

UC 78.90
FM 92.31

CRNN 32 × 128
Pre-trained UC 80.27

FM 89.23

Fine-tuned on
SINATRA

UC 87.67
FM 89.23

Pre-trained Rosetta performs poorly on the UC, compared to CRNN. For the FM, the
difference is not abrupt, yet CRNN continues to outperform the first. In the implementation
of Bautista and Atienza [18], CRNN exhibits average accuracy of 90.9% and 70.8% for IC-
DAR 2013 (1015 test images), and ICDAR 2015 (2077 test images). Rosetta’s implementation
in Baek et al. [16] returns accuracy values of 89.2% and 64.2% for the same datasets, each.
Such results corroborate our proposed thesis that CRNN outperforms Rosetta.

Regarding the fine-tuned models, this technique is proved to be beneficial, except for
the identification of FM values by the CRNN model, whose accuracy remains unchanged.
Although Rosetta returns the top result in FM, CRNN yields the best performance altogether,
with average accuracy of 88.45% against 85.61% of the former. Therefore, the CRNN fine-
tuned model is selected for incorporation into the pipeline.

3.4. Automatic Meter Reading Pipeline

The proposed system achieves an overall end-to-end recognition accuracy of 55.47%
and 63.70% for the ORP and OD values of the UC, respectively, and 73.08% for the flow
rate values of the FM, as depicted in Table 6. Regarding the metrics for screen detection,
the values are different than the ones previously reported due to slight differences in the
conversion to the ONNX format. The deterioration in the performance of the OCR models,
text detection and text recognition, is noticeable and related to the propagation of errors
from the prior modules, as we will explain next.

Table 6. Results for the pipeline modules in the ONNX format.

Module Metric Equipment Execution Time
UC FM (ms)

Screen Bounding Box Detection mAP@0.5 79.65 56.11 230mAP@0.5, 0.95 64.27 36.60

Screen Keypoint Detection IoU 93.78 ± 2.54 87.26 ± 4.77 96ED 7.85 ± 5.75 10.36 ± 4.92

Text Detection
Recall 41.45 83.82

1055Precision 40.02 42.31
F-Measure 40.73 56.23

Text Recognition Accuracy ORP: 55.47 73.08 160OD: 63.70

As described in Section 2.3, when the detection modules are not able to locate the
screen or text boxes, or when the detected text regions fail template matching, meaning
that the regions do not have sufficient overlap with the expected position, the pipeline
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does not advance to the next step. Considering the UC device, the screen bounding
box detection model is tested in 222 images. This stage failed to locate the screen in 9%
(20 images), mainly due to low detection confidence. Regarding the text detection and
template matching module, 202 cases are received, no text is detected in 0.5% (1 image), or
both text boxes fail to overlap with their expected position in nearly 5% (11 images). In the
remaining 190 samples, 183 boxes related to ORP and 160 of OD are successfully located.
However, as the text is not readable in a number of cases, 137 ORP and 146 OD boxes
advance to the final step, with 55.47% (76 images) and 63.70% (93 images), respectively,
being correctly distinguished by the text recognizer. For the FM equipment, the screen
bounding box detector is tested in 68 images, failing in 10% (7 images). Hence, 61 cases go
through the text detection model, which always locates text boxes; however, the template
matching step failed in 15% of the samples (9 images). Due to the previously identified fails
in previous steps of the pipeline, 76% of FM cases (52 images) achieved the text recognition
module, of which 73.08% (38 images) are veracious.

The different number of text boxes for ORP and OD in the UC obtained by the text
detection module is explained by underexposure or occlusions provoked by glare and
reflections. The model is not able to perceive if a second text box is present when in reality
it is, thus not returning any result. Additionally, there are no ground truth labels for 46 ORP
and 13 OD values because it was not possible for the human annotator to discriminate the
actual values, as a consequence of the previously mentioned artifacts. Another common
problem found in the images of the UC was a malfunction in the display, which affected
the readability of some values. A few cases related to text detection and template matching
issues are demonstrated in the first row of Figure 6, whereas the second row shows difficult
cases for text recognition.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

Figure 6. Examples of challenging images of universal controllers (UC) with corrected perspective
from the test set. The first row demonstrates cases where the text detection—(a,b)—and template
matching—(c,d)—module cannot infer results, the second row presents difficult cases for the text
recognition module—(e–h).

Figure 7 presents examples of outputs obtained at the end of each module of the
pipeline, identifying their importance in subsequent steps. Figure 7a,d show the correct
functioning of all stages of the pipeline. The correct definition of the screen corners is
of paramount importance; otherwise, the graphical structure of the display area will not
correspond as expected, affecting template matching and consequently the output of the
system, as illustrated in Figure 7b,e. Faulty text detection has a strong negative impact
on text recognition: the negative sign is often left out by the detector, or other symbols
are also considered, thus making it impossible for the recognizer to correctly identify the
actual value (Figure 7c). The framework also reveals difficulties when glare or reflections
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are present in the images, as they overshadow the values and introduce noisy patterns
(Figure 7f).

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)

Figure 7. Examples of the results obtained by the modules of the proposed pipeline. The first row
contains the central cropped images; the second row presents the resulting images of the screen
bounding box model and keypoints detected by the screen keypoint model; the third row includes
the important text boxes and corresponding text identified by the text detection and text recognition
modules, respectively. Each column represents different cases, where the system correctly extracts the
values—(a,d)—or fails in certain modules of the pipeline (keypoint and template matching—(b,e)—or
text recognition—(f)). (a) Correct, (b) Incorrect keypoint detection and template matching fail, (c)
Incorrect text detection, (d) Correct, (e) Incorrect keypoint detection and template matching error, (f)
Incorrect recognition due to glare.

To evaluate the execution time of the system, a Samsung Active Tab3 was used (the
same device used by the operators in the field due to its robustness and safety). Although
it is a device equipped with hardware present in older devices, making it comparable
with current low-end devices, the system performed within reasonable timing. The step of
screen detection that runs solo in each preview frame takes under a quarter of a second on
average, making it visually acceptable to the end user. With the acquired photo, the user
needs to wait, on average, one and a half seconds to read the extracted values, whereas
the text detection model takes most of the time (a bit over one second). The timings were
obtained (see Table 6) from the average of several acquisitions with the mentioned device.

To the best of our knowledge, we are not aware of any works in the literature for
the same type of devices, thus not allowing a direct comparison. The most similar AMR
systems are proposed for analog energy meters or multimeters as described in Section 1;
however, they are quite different from the equipment in our work. The system introduced
by Laroca et al. [5] performed the correct reading of 94.75% and 96.98% of the meters in
their UFPR-AMR [1] and Copel-AMR [5] test sets. Gómez et al. [8] describes an overall end-
to-end recognition accuracy of 94.167%, while Zhou et al. [11] report accuracy of 98% on
private datasets. The results reported by these works are quite superior when compared to
our approach, which is misleading considering that these images show excellent conditions
of acquisition and a lack of challenging artifacts.
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4. Conclusions

This work presents a robust and versatile deep learning-based solution for the read-
ing of digital meters, suitable for edge application. This system aims to contribute to
streamlining and facilitating industrial preventive and corrective processes. The proposed
methodology includes the detection of the meter screen and subsequent perspective correc-
tion to tackle poorer captures, followed by text detection, automatic selection of values for
reading, and value recognition. The dataset collected for this work contains 1335 samples
from two different types of meters, which were acquired in challenging conditions for
robust system training and testing. This dataset is an original contribution of this work.
Furthermore, we also explored offline data augmentation techniques to increase variability
and improve data quality.

The proposed pipeline is deployed as a mobile Android application, and the end-to-
end approach is executed in 1500 ms in average, and under 250 ms for each preview frame,
returning accuracy values of 55.47% and 63.70% for the oxidation–reduction potential and
dissolved oxygen readings in the UC device, and 73.08% for the flow rate in the FM. Such
experiment results show the potential of the solution. Moreover, it is important to mention
that a number of samples from the test set exhibited demanding characteristics, such as
reflections, obstructions or glitches, which hinder our process.

The presented pipeline can be integrated with any information system currently used
in the industry. The presented system can be deployed as a library that can be consumed by
any complete Android application. In the context of the project, both the values extracted
and the photo used are stored in a cloud server that manages the processes performed by
the operator.

For future work, further tests to validate the solution in a relevant environment will
be performed. There is room for improvement, particularly in the text detection step to
avoid detecting irrelevant information.
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